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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY
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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY

Aadhaar (1.1b)
Marriott Starwood (500m)
Exactis (340m)
MyFitnessPal (150m)
Quora (100m)
MyHeritage (92m)
Cambridge Analytica (87m)
Google+ (52.5m)
Chegg (40m)
Facebook (29m)

Target 2013 (41m)

2018 Data Breaches

Equifax 2017 (145.5m)
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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY

IAPP Risk Study 2018

▪ Review of 150 public company 10-Ks
▪ Nearly 100% identified concerns about cyberattacks
▪ 90% reported that the largest post-breach cost remains reputational 

damage, followed by financial losses (84%) and business disruption (83%)
▪ 85% reported loss of personal information as highest data risk 
▪ 80% reported risk of privacy-related regulatory action (up 17%)
▪ 78% reported risk of privacy-related civil litigation (up 26%)
▪ 75% listed compliance with current U.S. privacy laws as business risk
▪ 50% cited compliance risks with non-U.S. privacy laws
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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY

U.S. State Laws in 2018
▪ Numerous states passed data 

protection-related laws in 2018
▪ All 50 states now have data breach 

notification laws
▪ CO (HB 1128) – strengthens and 

expands data protection, disposal, 
and breach notification 
requirements

▪ VT (H. 764) – first-of-its-kind law 
regulating data brokers

▪ CA (CCPA) – most comprehensive 
data privacy and security law in U.S. 
history 
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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY

SEC Cybersecurity Guidance, Reports, and Enforcement Highlights

▪ Guidance and reports:
– Statement and Guidance on Public Company Cybersecurity Disclosures (Feb. 2018)

• Disclosures related to cybersecurity risks and incidents

– Report of Investigation Regarding Certain Cyber-Related Frauds Perpetrated Against Public 
Companies and Internal Accounting Controls Requirements (Oct. 2018)
• Cyber threats and the implementation of internal accounting controls

▪ Enforcement:
– In the Matter of Voya Fin. Advisors, Inc., Respondent., Release No. 5048 (Sept. 26, 2018)

• First SEC enforcement action brought under Regulation S-ID

– In the Matter of Altaba Inc., f/d/b/a Yahoo! Inc., Respondent., Release No. 10485 (April 24, 2018)
• $35 million settlement for Yahoo’s failure to disclose data breach
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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY

General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (GDPR)
▪ Went into effect May 25, 2018
▪ Replaces the 1995 Data Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC), thereby modernizing, 

strengthening, and harmonizing data protection law in the EU
▪ Applies to the processing of personal data by (i) EU-established organizations; or (ii) non-EU 

organizations that (a) offer goods/services to individuals in the EU; or (b) monitor their 
behavior within the EU

▪ Introduces important changes, including: (i) large penalties, (ii) extraterritorial scope; (iii) 
broader definition of “personal data”; (iv) processor obligations, liability; (v) breach 
notification; (vi) new rights (e.g., right to be forgotten, data portability); (vii) stricter consent; 
(viii) appointment of DPO, EU rep; (ix) documentation; (x) data protection by design, default

▪ Already some enforcement in 2018
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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY

California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
▪ Enacted at record speed on June 28, 2018; goes into effect Jan. 1, 2020
▪ Most comprehensive privacy law ever enacted in the U.S.
▪ Applies to “businesses”– (i) for-profit organizations; (ii) that do business in CA; (iii) collect “personal 

information” from “consumers”; and (iv) meet one of three thresholds: (a) annual gross revenue 
over $25m; (b) annually buy, sell, receive, or share for commercial purposes PI of over 50k 
consumers, households, or devices; or (c) derive more than 50% of annual revenue from selling 
consumer PI

▪ Important new changes, including: (i) broad definition of PI; (ii) disclosure obligations; (iii) rights for 
consumers; (iv) limited PROA for data breaches

▪ Suffers from numerous ambiguous and redundant terms; will have to be clarified by guidance, 
litigation, or amendments

▪ While GDPR imposes many similar obligations, aspects of CCPA deviate significantly
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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY

▪ Numerous proposals, including: Data Care Act; CONSENT Act; 
Social Media Privacy and Consumer Rights Act; Balancing the 
Rights of Web Surfers Equally and Responsibly Act; Secure and 
Protect Americans’ Data Act; Sen. Warner’s outline; and NTIA 
framework 

▪ Preemption and PROA among significant obstacles

Possible U.S. federal privacy law in 2019?
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Trent Martinet
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Alex Paalborg
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

▪ Who?
▪ What?
▪ When?
▪ Where?
▪ Why?
▪ How ?
▪ (but not in that order…)
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

▪ The easy one first: What is an internal 
investigation?

• Fact-finding mission to assess credible information or 
allegations related to wrongdoing, misconduct, or 
ethical lapses within a company. 
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

▪ When to conduct an internal investigation:

– Whenever information suggests possible 
wrongdoing by officers or employees

– External sources (lawsuit, subpoena, audit, press)

– Internal sources (hotline, complaints, audit)
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

▪ Why conduct an internal investigation:
– Better to know

– Find out what happened

– Defend against investigation, regulatory action, 
litigation

– Minimize potential consequences

– Prevent future incidents
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

▪ Who should conduct an internal investigation:

– Under the direction of lawyers

– In-house v. outside counsel

• Privilege issues 

– Management’s role

– Counsel for individuals
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

▪ How to conduct an internal investigation:

– Investigation plan

– Communication plan

– Document retention, collection, and review

– Interviews

– Memorializing the investigation
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

▪ Where to go with the information:

– Internal disclosure

– Third-party disclosure (voluntary and mandatory)

– Recommendations
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

“Our revised policy also makes clear that any 
company seeking cooperation credit in criminal 
cases must identify every individual who was 
substantially involved in or responsible for the 
criminal conduct.”  Deputy AG Rod Rosenstein, 
Nov. 29, 2018
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

“Civil cases are different . . . The most important 
aspect of our policy is that a company must 
identify all wrongdoing by senior officials, 
including members of senior management or 
the board of directors, if it wants to earn any 
credit for cooperating in a civil case.”  Id.
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

▪ Questions?
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SEC UPDATE

▪ Smaller Reporting Companies (June 2018)

– New definition: (i) Public float less than $250 
million, or (ii) Public float less than $700 million 
and annual revenues less than $100 million

– A new category:  The Accelerated Smaller 
Reporting Company
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SEC UPDATE

▪ Disclosure Simplification (Aug. 2018)

– Eliminates some overlapping, outdated or 
superseded disclosure rules

– Do your rule-check this year
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SEC UPDATE:  PROXY VOTING

▪ SEC Proxy Voting Timeline

▪ Significant Themes

▪ November 2018 Proxy Voting Roundtable

▪ Next Steps [?]
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SEC Adopts 
Proxy Voting Rules 

for Investment 
Advisers

SEC Issues
Egan-Jones & ISS 
No-Action Letters

SEC Issues 
Proxy 

Concept 
Release

SEC Issues 
Staff Legal Bulletin 

No. 20 on Proxy 
Voting

SEC Withdraws
Egan-Jones & ISS 
No-Action Letters

SEC Holds 
Roundtable on 

the Proxy 
Process

SEC PROXY VOTING TIMELINE

2003 2004 2010 2014
Sep. 
2018

Nov. 
2018
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SIGNIFICANT THEMES

▪ Fiduciary Duties of Investment Advisors
– Retention

– Oversight

▪ Role of Proxy Advisory Firms
– “Gatekeeper” [?]

– Fiduciary [?]

– Mitigation / Disclosure of Conflicts
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NOVEMBER 2018 PROXY VOTING ROUNDTABLE

▪ Proxy Voting Mechanics and Technology

▪ Shareholder Proposals

▪ Proxy Advisory Firms
– Risk of “robo voting”

– Conflicts of interest

– Correcting the record

– Proxy advisor registration
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NEXT STEPS
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SEC UPDATE

▪ Shareholder Proposals in 2018

– Environmental and social issues 

• Increasing support for climate change proposals

– Governance proposals

– Staff Legal Bulletins No. 14I and No. 14J
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WOMEN ON BOARDS – 2018

▪ California requires up to three female directors by 
end of 2021 for boards with six or more directors.
– only applies to public companies headquartered in 

California

▪ State Street voted against directors at 500 
companies.

▪ Blackrock will selectively vote against non-
complying companies.
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THIS ROOM – 2017 PROXY
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# of Women on Boards

Total companies = 42
Total directors = 316
Total women = 35
Percentage women = 11%
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¾ OF THIS ROOM – 2017 PROXY

Total companies = 31
Total directors = 257
Total women = 34
Percentage women = 13%
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¾ OF THIS ROOM – 2018 PROXY

Total companies = 31
Total directors = 267
Total women = 42
Percentage women = 16%
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S&P 500 BOARDS

▪ 24% women

▪ 87% companies have two or more women on 
boards

▪ 17% minorities

▪ 90% (of top 200) companies have at least one 
director who is a minority
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WOMEN GAIN SEATS ON BOARDS AS MINORITY 
MEN LOSE GROUND

▪ 2018 incoming directors S&P 500

– 40% women

– 9% minority women

– 10% minority men           down from 14% in 2017
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IMPROVING BOARD DIVERSITY

1. Set principles for decision-making (e.g., Include women/minorities on         
every board and senior position candidate slate).

2. Consider candidates with the right expertise, not only those with 
prior board experience.

3. Expand your network to include women/minorities. Keep a list of 
potential candidates you meet.

4. Ask search firms for female/minority candidates.
• Watch out for over-boarded candidates: 

» African Americans 1.55 seats per person
» Hispanics 1.24 seats per person
» White men 1.18 seats per person
» White women 1.16 seats per person
» Asian Americans 1.09 seats per person
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Reproduced with permission from 
the artist, Koby Feldmos.
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DELAWARE UPDATE – AKORN V. FRESENIUS

▪ First time a Delaware court has found a 
“Material Adverse Effect” allowing an acquiror 
to terminate an acquisition.

▪ Akorn and Fresenius are pharma companies; 
Fresenius agreed in April 2017 to acquire 
Akorn. 
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DELAWARE UPDATE – AKORN V. FRESENIUS

▪ Merger agreement had typical conditions to Fresenius’ 
obligation to close:
– Akorn’s representations had to be true at closing subject to 

an MAE qualification.
– Akorn had to have materially complied with covenants, 

including one to operate in the ordinary course.
– Akorn must not have suffered an MAE.

▪ Fresenius couldn’t terminate if it was in breach, 
including of its obligation to use best efforts to close.
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DELAWARE UPDATE – AKORN V. FRESENIUS

▪ Shortly after signing, Akorn’s business fell off due to 
loss of a key contract and unexpected competition.
– 2Q, 3Q, and 4Q earnings down 96%, 105%, and 300%

– 2017 EBITDA down 55%; missed guidance by 30% from low 
end of range

▪ Whistleblower letter revealed major compliance issues 
at Akorn, including knowing submission of false data to 
FDA and intentional destruction of evidence.
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DELAWARE UPDATE – AKORN V. FRESENIUS

▪ Court repeats high standard for materiality in acquisition 
context:
– an adverse change that “substantially threaten[s] the overall 

earnings potential of the target in a durationally-significant 
manner”

– suggests that a 40% earnings decline may be an appropriate rule 
of thumb

▪ Court finds that both the business decline and regulatory 
issues were MAEs given 90%+ earnings decline and 
estimated 21% value decrease due to regulatory issues. 
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DELAWARE UPDATE – AKORN V. FRESENIUS

▪ Court also finds that Akorn breached its “ordinary 
course” covenant by failing to address regulatory issues.

▪ Fresenius breached its covenant to use reasonable 
efforts to close by briefly adopting a strategy for 
obtaining antitrust approval that would have delayed 
closing, but breach was not material.
– Unlike buyers in some prior cases, Fresenius tried to work 

with Akorn to address the business and regulatory issues.
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DELAWARE UPDATE – AKORN V. FRESENIUS

▪ Takeaways:

– Case is the exception that proves the rule that 
MAE still a very high standard; courts vigilant for 
signs of buyer’s remorse. 

– If a buyer wants a real out, it should negotiate for 
a specific provision within the MAE definition.  
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2019 PUBLIC COMPANY UPDATE

Brian Boonstra
303.892.7348
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CHECKING IN ON CEO PAY RATIO

▪ In 2018, many companies disclosed CEO pay ratio for the first time.

▪ Originally, most commentators assumed that the major concern of 
companies would be having too high of a ratio.
– “No CEO should earn 1,000 times more than a regular employee” (The 

Guardian, March 18, 2018)
– “CEO Pay Skyrockets To 361 Times That Of The Average Worker” (Forbes, May 

22, 2018) 

▪ While this concern existed, ultimately, many companies were equally 
concerned about the salary of their median employee being “too high” 
and resulting in half of the company’s employees believing they were 
underpaid.  
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CHECKING IN ON CEO PAY RATIO

▪ Using Last Year’s Median Employee
– Companies are required to identify their median employee 

every three years.
• This means that many companies will not have to identify a new 

median employee this year.
• However, nothing prevents a company from identifying a new median 

employee every year.

– Companies must identify a new median employee “[i]f there has 
been a change in the registrant's employee population or 
employee compensation arrangements that the registrant 
reasonably believes would result in a significant change in its 
pay ratio disclosure.”
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CHECKING IN ON CEO PAY RATIO

▪ If a company uses last year’s median employee:

– The company must disclose that it is basing its pay ratio calculation on the 
same median employee as the previous year.

– The company must disclose the basis for the company’s reasonable belief that 
there have been no changes that would significantly affect its pay ratio 
disclosure.

– The company must determine the median employee’s compensation for the 
new fiscal year (cannot use the previous year’s compensation information).
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CHECKING IN ON CEO PAY RATIO

▪ What supports a company’s reasonable belief that no 
changes that would significantly impact disclosure have 
occurred?

▪ The SEC has provided very little guidance. The few 
items that have been identified by the SEC include:
– No significant changes in employee population
– No significant changes in employee compensation 

arrangements
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CHECKING IN ON CEO PAY RATIO

▪ What if it is no longer appropriate to use last year’s median 
employee because of a change in such employee’s circumstances 
(e.g., such employee’s compensation changed significantly)?
– The company may use another employee whose compensation is 

substantially similar to that of the original median employee based on 
the compensation measure used to select the original median 
employee.
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POST 162(m) INCENTIVE PLAN OPERATION

▪ Background on IRC Sec. 162(m) 
– Limits deductibility of annual compensation to 

$1 million per executive

– Provided exception for certain performance-based 
compensation 

– Applied to corporations with publicly traded equity

– “Covered employees” included CEO and the next 
three highest paid officers (excluding CFO)
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POST 162(m) INCENTIVE PLAN OPERATION

▪ Changes to Sec.162(m) under the TCJA
– Eliminated the performance-based exception to the 

$1 million annual deduction limit

– Provided for a transition rule protecting arrangements 
in effect as of November 2, 2017

– Broadened the definition of a “covered employee”

– Expanded the number of companies that are subject 
to 162(m)
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POST 162(m) INCENTIVE PLAN OPERATION

▪ Reactions to the Tax Cut and Jobs Act in 2018

– Most companies retained performance-based 
compensation structure

– Only a few employers eliminated performance-
based cash bonuses in favor of salary increases
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POST 162(m) INCENTIVE PLAN OPERATION

▪ What to Do Now

– Preserve 162(m) deductions by grandfathering 
eligible compensation:

• Identify and monitor grandfathered arrangements

• Create a list of “covered employees”

• Consider accelerating or deferring existing 
compensation
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POST 162(m) INCENTIVE PLAN OPERATION

▪ What to Do Now

– Get creative with structuring compensation plans 
going forward:

• Include non-quantitative performance goals

• Spread out compensation through deferrals

• Increase pensions or 401k participation
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POST 162(m) INCENTIVE PLAN OPERATION

▪ What to Avoid

– Materially amending grandfathered 
arrangements:

• Base salary increases

• Certain accelerations and deferrals of compensation

• Automatic term renewals
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PROXY ADVISORY UPDATE: COMPENSATION

ISS
▪ Board gender diversity

– Applies in 2020
– Mitigating factors

▪ Executive compensation reporting for 
smaller companies
– Companies that qualify for smaller 

reporting company status must still include 
sufficient proxy information to allow for 
review of compensation programs

▪ Front-loaded grants
– Outsized grants designed to cover several 

years are disfavored and subject to 
significant additional scrutiny

Glass-Lewis
▪ Board gender diversity

– Applies in 2019
– Mitigating factors

▪ Executive compensation reporting for 
smaller companies
– Companies that qualify for smaller 

reporting company status must still include 
sufficient proxy information to allow for 
review of compensation programs

▪ Front-loaded grants
– Outsized grants designed to cover several 

years are disfavored and subject to 
significant additional scrutiny
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PROXY ADVISORY UPDATE: COMPENSATION

ISS
▪ No changes to pay-for-performance screens

– EVA proposed but eventually rejected

▪ ISS is generally indifferent to particular plan metrics, 
including TSR

▪ Elimination of 162(m) does not eviscerate need for 
performance-based compensation; discretionary or 
fixed compensation schemes are highly disfavored

▪ “Good-reason” termination provisions
– Can be problematic pay practice if poorly drafted
– Definition should be focused on constructive 

termination situation only

▪ Non-employee director pay
– Policy implementation is delayed until 2020
– Focused on top 2-3% of highest paid directors in an 

industry group, without sufficient justification 
– Proxy disclosure of director pay is important

Glass-Lewis
▪ Excise tax gross-ups

– Highly disfavored
– Already covered by ISS policies

▪ Severance and sign-on arrangements
– Clarification of terms that lead to negative voting 

recommendation
– Evaluation based on general U.S. market practice, as 

well as on the size and design of the entitlement

▪ Clawbacks
– Increased focus on specific recoupment policies, not 

just on whether a company maintains a “clawback” 
that satisfies minimum legal requirements
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PROXY ADVISORY UPDATE: EQUITY PLANS

▪ ISS made a handful of updates to its FAQs regarding the evaluation of 
equity plan proposals:

– Evaluation of change in control provisions to be focused on quality of 
disclosure in equity plan as opposed to the provision selected; discretionary 
treatment upon a change in control (or absence of change in control 
provision) results in no points for this criteria

– Negative override for plans that provide for excessive dilution (20 - 25%, 
depending on the company)

– Incremental changes to other criteria
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PERFORMANCE GOALS

▪ Companies and compensation committees continue to be very focused on 
adopting appropriate compensation metrics for both short-term and long-term 
incentive programs.

▪ The most important consideration is selecting metrics that will incentivize the 
necessary executive and company performance; nonetheless, investor pressure 
and corporate governance concerns still factor into the mix. Investors have 
become more vocal in establishing compensation guidelines.

▪ It will be interesting to see how compensation committees make 2019 
performance-goal decisions in a post-162(m) environment:
– Grandfathered arrangements
– Use of previously impermissible discretion for 2018 bonus decisions
– Elimination of “umbrella” plans
– Continued use of performance metrics but more discretion in drafting (e.g., ability to replace 

companies used in relative TSR calculations)
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PERFORMANCE GOALS: SAILING STONE

▪ Example of very active natural resources investor with strong feelings about 
compensation program design that has been effective in getting companies in 
which they have invested to modify compensation programs, at least partially

▪ Released new guidelines for 2019
▪ STIP

– Drilling rate of return
• Must include as STIP metric or vote against comp plan/proposal
• 20% return as a minimum
• Transparency of disclosure

– Production or reserve growth
• Vote against comp plan/proposal if used and not done on a debt-adjusted, per-share basis
• 10% growth at a minimum
• Recommend using constant pricing for the measurement period, subtracting net debt at the end of 

the period and dividing by shares outstanding at the end of the period
• Transparency of disclosure
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PERFORMANCE GOALS: SAILING STONE

▪ LTIP
– RSUs and options

• Will vote against comp plan/proposal that provides for time-vested RSUs
• Previously disclosed that they will not support plan/proposal that provides for stock options

– Performance shares/PSUs
• Production or reserve growth

– Calculated on a debt-adjusted/per share basis
– 3-5 year performance period
– 10% annual growth rate

• TSR
– Disfavored but if used, expectation is that relative TSR will be paired with absolute TSR
– No more weight on TSR than on production or reserve growth metric

• Earned shares continue to be at risk, even after vesting
– Unclear as to how to accomplish this, and what “at-risk” means
– Clawback for fraud or “value destruction”

• Acceptable to have outsized payouts if no time-vested awards are used
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OTHER COMPENSATION COMMITTEE ITEMS

▪ Rebranding/renaming/repurposing of the committee
– Showing up in certain consultant presentations; in general, 

most committees are already performing the suggested 
functions

▪ “War” for executive talent

▪ Downside protection
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